High Value

Keeping your cargo safe
Only the safest hands in the game can guard your precious cargo. In sport, winning is about having the best people with the best equipment. It's just the same in the high-stakes contest to defeat international cargo theft.

High value goods - ranging from aerospace parts and chemicals to electronics and pharmaceuticals - are increasingly attractive targets for highly organised criminal networks. Tackling them is not a game for amateurs.

P&O Ferrymasters is in the Champions League in this demanding sector of transport and logistics solutions. Our seasoned crimebusting professionals are leaders in the field due to top-tier investment in high security procedures and facilities. In the ultimate results business, their track record proves that second best is only for losers.

The company is an active member of the Transported Asset Protection Association (TAPA), which leads the global campaign against supply chain crime. Any crime-related activities during an assignment are
reported to the TAPA EMEA Incident Information Service (IIS) - renowned as a highly effective analytical database.

In addition to our unrivalled reputation for service and reliability, this level of specialisation means that we offer:

- A dedicated team responsible for developing TAPA-compliant operational procedures
- Double-manned tractor units
- Mesh trailers, 45ft PW units, reefer units and lock-on units with certified seals
- A Global Positioning System (GPS) with real-time track and trace capability
- Secured parking
- Escalation/screened procedures
- A pan-European network of insurance and liability specialists to assess hauliers’ insurance cover
- A specialist insurance product for partner hauliers.

Furthermore, we provide a fully integrated transport service making use of our own ferry services and terminals - complete with options such as driver accompanied/unaccompanied and an express full load service with two drivers. Measures like this provide added security controls and make us the high value partner of choice.

If you ship Theft Attractive Goods (TAG), it’s time to come off the bench and talk about teaming up with some really serious players - so email enquiries@pofm.com now and set the ball rolling...

the sense of logistics  Delivery needed on time, to the right place and in perfect condition
As a market leader in tailor-made logistics solutions, P&O Ferrymasters offers a comprehensive range of equipment designed to carry high value cargo to specific customer requirements. Added to mobile phone communication, GPS tracking and tracing of cargo is at the heart of our service to ensure complete peace of mind.

**Trailers with inbuilt tracking devices**
Our TAG-dedicated trailers feature inbuilt GPS track and trace capability. Whenever required, this supplies our operations team with real-time data on the location of every shipment.

**Intermodal box containers**
Our standard 13.6m/45ft pallet wide containers are suitable for all kinds of high value cargo and, of course, they are also equipped with integral 24/7 GPS tracking and tracing.

**High security locks**
TAPA-approved locking systems with European Security Certification keep your cargo safe. The TSR-Slide system on our box trailers is fixed with eight theft-repellent bolts.

**Mesh trailers**
Standard curtain-sided trailers are vulnerable to opportunist as well as organised crime, so our TAG units are fitted with anti-slash mesh made from a hard-to-penetrate textile weave.

**Reefer trailers**
Temperature controlled trailers are all part of our TAG service. We provide remote monitoring of high value temperature sensitive cargo, with onboard reporting systems recording temperatures throughout the move.

Keeping your cargo safe is the safest way of securing more business with you in the future.